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•

software related decision making;

This paper reports on an empirical study aiming at constructing
cost estimation models for corrective maintenance projects. Data
available were collected from five maintenance projects currently
carried out by a large software enterprise. The resulting models,
constructed using multivariate linear regression techniques, allow
to estimate the costs of a project conducted according to the
adopted maintenance processes. Model performances on future
observations were achieved by taking into account different
corrective maintenance task typologies, each affecting the effort in
a different way, and assessed by means of a cross validation which
guarantees a nearly unbiased estimate of the prediction error. The
constructed models are currently adopted by the subject company.

•

maintenance
assessment;

•

maintain versus buy decisions, comparing productivity
and costs among different projects;

•

resource and staff allocation, and so on.
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Planning software maintenance work is a key factor for a
successful maintenance project. Planning involves estimating size,
effort, duration, staff, and costs in order to guarantee the control of
the maintenance process and reduce the risks and the inefficiencies
related to the maintenance work. To this aim, effort estimation is a
valuable asset to maintenance managers in planning maintenance
activities and performing cost/benefits analysis. Indeed, early
estimates and accurate evaluations permit to significantly reduce
project risks and can be useful to support and guide:
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efficiency
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parameters

Management can use cost estimates to approve or reject a project
proposal or to manage the maintenance process more effectively.
Furthermore, accurate cost estimates would allow organizations to
make more realistic bids on external contracts.
Unfortunately, effort estimation is one of the most relevant
problems of the software maintenance process [2, 9, 19, 20].
Predicting software maintenance effort is complicated by the many
typical aspects of software and software systems that affect
maintenance activities. The maintenance process can be focused on
several different types of interventions: correction, adaptation,
perfection, etc. [17]. Maintenance projects may range from
ordinary projects requiring simple activities of understanding,
impact analysis and modifications, to extraordinary projects
requiring complex interventions such as encapsulation, reuse,
reengineering, migration, and retirement [11]. Moreover, software
costs are the result of a large number of parameters [4], so any
estimation or control technique must reflect a large number of
complex and dynamic factors.
In order to control maintenance costs, quantitative metrics for
evaluating and predicting system characteristics must be used.
Software project costs are essentially human resource costs and
this entails that the effort (i.e. man-days needed for system
maintenance) should be maintained under severe control. To this
end, a linear or nonlinear relationship between software
complexity/size and effort is commonly assumed [26]. The
predictor variables typically constitute a measure of size (measured
in terms of LOC or a functional size measure) and a number of
productivity factors that are collected through a questionnaire [4,
5]. Therefore, the problem of effort evaluation is typically shifted
to a complexity or size evaluation process.
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This paper presents an empirical study from the experience of a
major international software enterprise in conducting corrective
maintenance projects. We used multiple linear regression analysis
to construct effort estimation models validated against real data
collected from five corrective maintenance projects.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 reports a brief description of the corrective
maintenance projects and the metrics adopted for evaluating and
predicting the maintenance effort. Section 4 presents the statistical
methodology and the experimental results. Discussion and
concluding remarks are outlined in Section 5.

 5(/$7(':25.
A number of research papers have been published describing the
development and evaluation of formal models to assess and predict
software maintenance task effort. Effort estimation is a crucial part
and a key factor for successful software project planning and
management. This is demonstrated by the variety of modeling
approaches proposed in the context of software development [4,
38] ranging from decomposition techniques (top down, bottom up),
analogy based estimations, algorithmic approaches (statistical,
theoretical) to hybrid or mixed approaches, combining algorithmic
methods and expert judgments.
Stensrud and Myrtveit [33] demonstrate that human performances
are increased when a tool based either on analogy or on regression
models is available. However, their work is not generalized to
maintenance activities. Software development and software
maintenance are two different activities that have different
characteristics because the focus of software maintenance is the
change of existing software and not the creation of new software.
Analogy models [30] are based on historical data and previous
project experience: the current software project is compared with
one or more previous similar projects carried out in the same
organization to relate their costs. They can be viewed as a
procedure of encapsulating previous experience to produce a
historical maintenance database from which appropriate
information are extracted. The tool Angel [30] aims to automate
the search for analogies process: similar cases are computed by
evaluating their distance in terms of mathematical norms, e.g.
Euclidean distance.
Algorithmic approaches involve the construction of mathematical
models from empirical data following a well defined procedure.
Boehm [4] presents one of the first approaches to estimate
maintenance effort: he extends his COCOMO model for
development costs to the maintenance phase through a scaling
factor. This factor, named annual change of traffic, is an estimate
of the size of changes expressed as the fraction of software total
LOC which undergo change during a typical year. Many other
works [5, 16, 32] extend the COCOMO model introducing new
metrics and factors to estimate the development effort.
Lehman and Belady [3] propose a model for estimating the effort
required to evolve a system from a release to the next. Their model
has two terms accounting respectively for progressive activities
(enhancing system functionality) and anti-regressive activities
(compensating negative effects of system evolution) [21]. Ramil
[28] uses historical data about different versions of the same

application to calibrate effort models and assess their predictive
power. The best linear regression models extracted are based on
coarse-grained metrics (number of added, updated, and deleted
sub-systems). Lindvall [22] also shows that coarse-grained metrics,
such as the number of classes, have stronger accuracy than other
finer-grained metrics on predicting changes. On the other hand,
Niessink and van Vliet [27] use regression analysis and a size
measure based on Function Points to predict maintenance effort.
Eick HWDO [13] consider software system evolution to define code
decay and a related number of measurements. These indexes are
used to produce a cost estimation model quantifying the effort
required to implement changes. Jorgensen [19] compares the
prediction accuracy of different models using regression, neural
networks, and pattern recognition approaches. In particular, the last
approach involves the decomposition of a previous experience data
set to select those data that are more similar to the current case and
are consequently a good starting point for the estimate [6]. All the
models assume the existence of a size estimate, measured as sum
of added, updated, and deleted LOC during a maintenance task,
which can be accurately predicted and sufficiently meaningful. He
uses an industrial data set consisting of various maintenance tasks
from different applications within the same organization. Other
works aim at comparing software cost estimation techniques [7, 15,
18, 31, 37]
Some work has been proposed in the literature to estimate the
effort of adaptive maintenance projects and massive maintenance
projects. Fioravanti and Nesi [14] presented and evaluated a model
and metrics for estimation and prediction of adaptative
maintenance effort of object-oriented systems. De Lucia HWDO [12]
present effort estimation models resulting from an empirical study
of a large incremental and distributed Y2K projects. The analyzed
adaptive massive maintenance project was carried out by the same
organization of the present study. Visaggio HW DO [8] present a
method and a tool for the estimation of the effort required in
software process execution. They validate it on a legacy system
renewal project and show that fine granularity and model
recalibration are effective for improving model performance and
verify that the estimation model is process dependent.

 (;3(5,0(17$/6(77,1*
Most estimating techniques rely on historical evidence in past
projects. The basic premise is that one can develop accurate
quantitative models that predict maintenance effort using historical
project data. Even if the new projects will likely use many new
elements in combination with the old ones, it is nevertheless
important to document the experiences of where the estimates went
wrong for future use: the past can be used as a guide to some things
that might reasonably happen in the future.
A common practical problem with constructing cost estimation
models is that the historical data sets frequently contain
considerable numbers of missing values [6, 15, 34]. There are
many techniques that have been developed to deal with missing
data in the construction of quantitative models (missing data
techniques or 0'7s) [23]. The main advantage of the data set
available for our study was that it did not contain missing values.
This is due to the careful manner in which the data was collected.
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In fact, the subject company has recently achieved the CMM level
3 and is currently planning the assessment to move to the CMM
level 4. At CMM level 3, metrics are collected, analyzed, and used
to control the process and to make corrections to the predicted
costs and schedule, as necessary. Therefore, metric collection was
crucial and supported by automatic tools, such as workflow
management systems which are an aid to process management
automation and improvement [1].
The data set was composed of five corrective software maintenance
projects from different companies. The projects were mainly
business applications of telecommunication, banking, insurance,
and government organizations. This range of projects allows for
generalizable conclusions that can be applied to other projects in
the business application domain of the subject company.
Most of the business of the subject company concerns maintaining
third party legacy systems. The subject company realizes
outsourcing of system conduction and maintenance, including help
desk services, for several large companies. Very often the
customers ask for a very high service agreement level and this
requires an accurate choice and allocation of very skilled
maintainers, with adequate knowledge of the application domain
and technological environment of the maintenance project. This
implies the careful definition of the maintenance process with welldefined activities, roles, and responsibilities to avoid inefficiencies.
To this aim, the ordinary maintenance process of the subject
company closely follows the IEEE Standard for Software
Maintenance [17].
The data set was composed of 144 observations, collected from all
five projects and corresponding to monthly maintenance periods
for each project. For each observation, the following data were
available and considered in our analysis (see Table 1):
•

size of the system to be maintained;

•

effort spent in the maintenance period;

•

number of maintenance tasks, split in three categories:
⇒

type A: the maintenance task requires software
source code modification;

⇒

type B: the maintenance task requires fixing of data
misalignments through database queries;

⇒ type C: the maintenance task requires intervention
not comprised in the previous categories, such as
user disoperation, problems out of contract, and so
on.
Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics for system size,
number of maintenance tasks, and project effort.
Other technical metrics, such as software complexity metrics, were
not available for all the projects. In fact, for each new maintenance
project, the subject company preliminarily collects a number of
different technical metrics on a meaningful subset (about 20%) of
the application portfolio to be maintained. The goal is to make an
assessment of the software systems [11], to negotiate the customer
service levels, and to select the skills required by the maintenance
teams.
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We focus on ordinary multivariate least squares regression [24, 35]
as the modeling technique for effort estimation since this is one of
the most common modeling techniques used in practice [7, 15].
Furthermore, the literature has recently shown evidence that
ordinary least squares regression is as good as or better than many
competing modeling techniques in terms of prediction accuracy [7,
18].
The ordinary least squares modeling technique minimizes the sum
of squared error, whereas we are evaluating the resulting model in
terms of the relative error. Miyazaki HW DO [25] have noted this
discrepancy in the software cost estimation literature. One solution
to this incongruence is to use modeling techniques that optimize on
the relative error. This has rarely been performed in the software
engineering literature.
With the aim to obtain a simple and comprehensible model, we
evaluated multivariate linear regression models including the
number of tasks (total or of different types, as shown in Table 2)
and the size of the system. The presence of the system size in the
regression equation is consistent with the findings of Niessink and
van Vliet [27], who also use regression analysis and a size measure
based on Function Points to predict maintenance effort. Their
results show that the size of the component to be changed has a
larger impact on the effort than the size of the changes. Certainly, it
would be very interesting to also consider the size of the
maintenance tasks, but this metric is too fine grained for corrective
maintenance and was not available.
With the aid of diagnostic plot we verified that the analysis of the
residuals does not indicate any non-linearity and the distribution is
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reasonably normal: there are no particular trends or patterns in the
plot of the variables against the residuals.
The correlation matrix (Table 3) shows the absence of strong
correlations between the independent variables. The highest
correlation value (0,6458) is between the number of tasks of type A
and C, while all remaining correlation values between the number
of tasks of different type are not meaningful. There is a high
correlation between the total number of tasks N and its components
NB and NC, while there is no correlation between N and NA. A
potential reason for this is that maintenance tasks of types B and C
are more recurrent than maintenance tasks of type A (see Table 2).
We first evaluated a linear model including the total number of
maintenance tasks N and the size of the system being maintained:
Model A:
(IIRUW a11a26L]H
The reason was that this model is rather simple and uses the same
variables as the model previously adopted by the software
organization, although the latter was not linear.
However, we observed that tasks of type A are less recurrent than
the other two task types and argued that generally they require a
greater effort to be accomplished. Therefore, we also evaluated the
following models:

 (YDOXDWLQJ0RGHO3HUIRUPDQFHV
In the evaluation of the accuracy performances of the estimation
models we applied measures based on two distinct classes of
evaluation criteria. The first class is based on statistics developed
from the statistical analysis of the variance, such as the coefficient
of determination R2. This represents the percentage of variation in
the dependent variable explained by the independent variables of
the model. An extension of R2 is the adjusted R2 that accounts for
the number of independent variables in the regression model.
Table 4 shows the model parameters and R2 values for all the
models. Although the R2 value is high, it does not assess the
quality of future prediction, only the capability of fitting the
sample data. If a cost estimation model is developed using a
particular data set and the accuracy of this model is evaluated using
the same data set, the accuracy obtained will be optimistic. The
calculated error will be low and will not represent the performance
of the model on another separate data set.
7DEOH0RGHOSDUDPHWHUV
0RGHO 9DU E  &RHII  SYDOXH
$

Model B:
(IIRUW a11$a21%&a36L]H
Model C:
(IIRUW = a1 1$ + a2 1% + a3 1& + a4 6L]H
where NA, NB, NC, and Size are defined as in the previous section
and NBC is the sum of NB and NC. It is worth noting that in all the
models there is statistical evidence from the SYDOXH that an
intercept term is not needed. This is not surprising, as such a term
would have suggested the existence of an effort type not directly
related to the variables being included in the model.
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A class of evaluation criteria that assesses the quality of future
prediction is based on residual analysis and includes the PRESS
(PREdiction Sum of Squares) statistics [35].
The PRESS statistics are based on a systematic examination of the
residuals. A residual is the difference between an observed value of
the dependent variable \ and the value predicted by the model. The
PRESS statistics are developed from PRESS residuals,  ± \ ,
where \ is the value of the LWK value of the dependent variable as
observed in the data set and
is the predictive value from a
regression equation trained with all the observations except the LWK.
Thus, in a sample data set of size Q, there are Q separate regression
equations, each obtained from Q – 1 observations and tested on the
withheld datum1.
L

L

L

L

Robust regression techniques [29, 35] were also explored to handle
non-obvious outliers. Outliers not only influence the estimation of
the regression coefficients, they can also have an even larger effect
on standard errors, t-tests, R2, and other regression statistics.
Ordinary least squares analysis does not perform well when
outliers occur. We had no evidence of outliers in the data set. We
obtained few observations with a weight that can be considered
outlier (2 with a weight less than 0.05 and 5 with a weight less than
0.10). However, removing these observations from the data set did
not meaningful change the analysis results, so we maintained them
in the data set.

The sum of the squared prediction errors is the PRESS value:

35(66 = ∑ ( \ˆ * − \ ) 2
L

L

L

1 Some authors refer to these approach as leave-one-out cross
validation [24].
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The smaller the PRESS, the better the predictability of the model.
If a large value for the PRESS is due to one or a few large PRESS
residuals, the SPR statistic may be a more accurate way to evaluate
predictability. 635 is the sum of the absolute value of the PRESS
residuals or prediction errors:

635 = ∑ \ˆ * − \
L

L

L

PRESS and SPR measures allow to compare models on the same
data set, but cannot be used as absolute indicators. For this reason
the following statistics were also computed: MMRE (Mean
Magnitude Relative Error) and MdMRE (Median Magnitude
Relative Error). These are also calculated from the model
developed using the training data set and evaluated on the test data
set. The MRE (Magnitude of Relative Error) on an observation L is
defined as:
L

05( =
L

\ˆ * − \
L

\

L

L

where \ is the value of the i-WK value of the dependent variable as
is the correspondent predictive
observed in the data set and
value from the regression equation. MMRE is the average of the
MREi. MMRE accuracy measure is a clear and intuitive evaluation
criterion, i.e., it is easy to understand and meaningful for the
maintenance managers who are the final users of cost estimation
models. It is regularly used to compare the accuracy of cost
estimation models and modelling techniques [7, 18]. Its
shortcoming is that the value may be strongly influenced by a few
very high relative error (RE) values. We therefore included the
median magnitude of relative error (MdMRE) in the evaluation.
L

L

In addition, to evaluate model performances we computed the
following variants of the measure PRED [10, 19]:

The measures resulting from the leave-one-out cross-validation are
shown in Table 5. As expected, it is clearly evident that model C
performs better than the other models, although the performances
of the other two models can also be considered rather good. In
particular, the values for the PRED measures for model C are very
promising: it predicts almost 50% of the cases within a relative
error less than 25% (PRED25) and about 83% of the cases with a
relative error less than 50% (PRED50). Also, the relative mean
error is 32.25% and can be considered outstanding [36].

 $VVHVVLQJ3UHGLFWLYH3HUIRUPDQFHV
WKURXJK/HDYH0RUH2XW&URVV9DOLGDWLRQ
Due to the excellent values for the PRED measures we assessed the
predictive capability of model C by performing a leave-more-out
cross-validation. We randomly partitioned the data set into a
training data set and a test data set. We used the training data set to
build the estimation model and the test data set to evaluate the
predictive performances of the model. We repeated this procedure
for different partitions and averaged the prediction accuracy of the
different models. The results are shown in Table 6. Each column is
labeled LX-T100-X and shows the performances of the model
obtained by randomly partitioning the data set into a learning data
set composed of X% of the observations and a test data set
composed of the remaining observations. As expected, the
performances of the accuracy measures generally decrease as the
size of the learning set decreases, although it should be remarked
that the partitions are randomly selected. It is worth noting that in
the leave-one-out cross-validation the test set is composed of only
one observation and the number of test sets is equals to the number
of observations.
7DEOH/HDYHPRUHRXWFURVVYDOLGDWLRQZLWKUDQGRP
SDUWLWLRQV

•

PRED25 = the % of the observations with RE <= 0.25.



/HDUQLQJ7HVW

•

PRED50 = the % of the observations with RE <= 0.50.



/7 /7 /7/7 /7
005(

The need for a measure like PRED is caused by the large number
of maintenance tasks in our data set. We believe that maintenance
managers may, in most cases and specially for small maintenance
tasks, accept a relative error between the actual and predicted effort
of about 50%. Indeed, the literature and the experience show that
accurate prediction is difficult: an average error of 100% can be
considered “good” and an average error of 32% “outstanding” [36].
7DEOH0RGHOSUHGLFWLYHSHUIRUPDQFHV
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40.36%
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21.22

32.73
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63.33

46.24

0D[5( 45.73

114.45 104.68 406.26 285.98

0G05( 19.76

27.77

32.80

43.04

37.37

35('

57.14

45.00

35.56

26.67

32.47

35('

100.00

75.00

68.89

63.33

61.23

To verify the existence of particularities due to only one
maintenance project that can bias the analysis, we performed a
cross-validation by using the observations of a single project as test
set and the observations from the remaining projects as the learning
set. In this way, the model has no knowledge about the
characteristics of the project used as test set. The results are shown
in Table 7. The predictive performances are good when using as
test set the projects P2, P4, and P5, while problems can be
observed when using as test sets the projects P1 and P3. The causes
of these problems are not yet completely clear and need more
investigations. For project P1, one of the reasons is likely the
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absence of maintenance tasks of type B whose number is an
independent variable of the model; perhaps for projects like this the
other two effort estimation models might be more appropriate.
Finally, we investigated whether the performances of the adopted
corrective maintenance process improved over the time. In
particular, we compared the model trained on the oldest 50%
observations against the model trained on the newest 50%
observations for all the projects. The results are shown in Table 8.
The first and the second columns show the performances of the
model when trained and tested on the oldest 50% and on the
newest 50% observations of the data set, respectively. It is worth
noting that the model performs better on the newest observations in
the data set and this can be considered as an index of the process
improvement. However, there is not a great improvement as the
model trained and tested on the oldest observations is rather good,
thus demonstrating a given stability and maturity of the corrective
maintenance process of the organization. To confirm this, we
tested the model trained on the oldest observations on the newest
observations and vice-versa; the results shown in the third and
fourth columns of Table 8, respectively, confirm this thought,
although the model trained on the newest observations still
performs better.
7DEOH/HDYHPRUHRXWFURVVYDOLGDWLRQZLWKSURMHFW
SDUWLWLRQV
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In this paper we have presented an empirical study aiming at
building corrective maintenance effort estimation models. A data
set obtained from five different corrective maintenance projects
was used as case study to experimentally validate and compare
model performances through multivariate linear regression models.

Our analysis started from using the experience of the subject
company on estimation processes and the model adopted for
corrective maintenance. This model was the result of many years
of experience and its application to the data produced fair although
not satisfactory results (PRED25 = 33.33% and PRED50 = 53.47%).
However, the model previously adopted by the subject company
included as independent variables the total number of maintenance
tasks and the size of the software systems, thus not taking into
account the differences in the effort required to accomplish tasks of
different type. Our observation was that the effort required to
perform a maintenance task of type A might be sensibly different
than the effort required to perform a task of type B or C. For this
reason we decided to use the number of tasks of the different types
to improve the model and take into account the difficulty and the
effort needed for the different maintenance task types.
Moreover, if the number of maintenance tasks of different type
might be more difficult to estimate for some projects, the other two
models based on more coarse-grained metrics also exhibit good
performances. In particular, the model based on the total number of
tasks and the size of the systems being maintained uses the same
independent variables as the model previously adopted by the
organization. However, the old model was not linear while the new
model is based on the observations of other studies that the size of
the system being maintained linearly impact on the effort [27]. The
new models are currently being adopted within the subject
company.
Although more complicated and maybe more accurate effort
estimation models can be constructed, we have deliberately kept
the simplicity and understandability of our model to what can be
calculated via existing and simply available metrics and a handheld
calculator. This was done to permit the working engineer and
manager a quick, easy and reasonably accurate method of gauging
the maintenance task effort of the maintenance project in question.
The prediction performances of our models are nevertheless very
interesting according to the findings of Vicinanza HW DO [36], in
particular considering that what is really wanted by software
management is not to predict accurately, but to control over the
final results.
Another great advantage of our models is their easy and immediate
applicability for H[ DQWH prediction. In fact, any effort estimation
model has to know in advance the values of the independent
variables included in the model; as these values are unknown when
the model is applied they must be estimated. The total number of
maintenance tasks of a maintenance period is early, easily, and
with reasonable accuracy estimable from the maintenance history
of the software system. Typically companies conducting third party
maintenance collect this metric, or related metrics, such as the fault
rate and meantime between faults. Indeed, such metrics have a
crucial role in the contract bid, as they generally constitute a
periodic indicator of the promptness of the service level delivered,
that is a basic point for the economic agreement. Moreover,
whenever the maintenance tasks are classified and the number of
maintenance tasks of different type can be reliably estimated from
the past history, project managers can use more accurate models
than the one based on the total number of maintenance tasks.
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We also had empirical evidence that the corrective maintenance
process under study was quite stable with little improvement over
project time. This is due to the long dated experience of the subject
company and its maintenance teams in conducting corrective
maintenance projects on legacy systems running on traditional
mainframe platforms. Perhaps this is one of the reason the
company does not collect for this type of projects data concerning
other factors, such as personnel skills that also generally influence
maintenance projects [19]. However, this is also a limitation of the
effort estimation models derived from our study that can only be
applied to the analyzed domain and technological environment.
The subject company is currently involved in several legacy
system migration and web-based integration projects and it is
likely that the software systems being maintained in the future will
be based on heterogeneous technological platforms thus requiring
different skills in the maintenance teams. Future work will be
devoted to introduce in the maintenance projects different metric
plans aiming at characterizing the difference in the maintenance
projects of the subject organization.
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